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Electric and pedal can be customized.
Electric models can be turned into 
pedals without electricity; pedal style 
can only be pedal.
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Cargo Trike is a new concept for the city. High payload, easy access and
flexible weather-proof covering make the Cargo Trike the ideal choice for 
urban delivery and carriage application.
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Advertising Bike
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DABEN coffee bike is committed to building you the most professional and unique espresso platforms, 
tailored around your specific needs and deployment strategies.
Our mobile coffee bikes are known for their quality and durability, while creating the most unique atmosphere 
available for coffee enthusiasts.
DABEN coffee bikes are very user-friendly, ensuring that the process of strarting a mobile bussiness is easy, 
fun, and profitable for any entrepreneur.
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Disc brake
Hand brake
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36V/10ah Lithium Battery
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Cradeability:
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1) Separate room for freezer and storage box
2) Smail size, light weight, easy to operate
3) The body color can be customized according to your needs
4) After completion of charging, the freezer can be cooling withour connecting the power.
5) It can develop business of sellilng ice cream, cold drinks and others.
6) I can save much cost and easy to operate compared to the physical stores. It also can easily change the  
    selling place.    selling place.
7) If you sell your own-brand goods, the body can be customized to a mobile advertising billboard, which is a 
    good way of increasing popularity.

Advantages:
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Food Bike
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DABEN Retail Bikes are a fantastic way to get fruits and vegetables to wherever people are low on vitamin C 
and iron!
Our Retail Bikes are also a perfect fit for produce and grocery advertising! Either as a mobile produce hot spot, 
or used as a grocety delivery bike, the Retail Bikes is a superb way to create unique produce experiences.
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Contact Person: Ben

M:  +86 13613068266

E:   ben@resortssupply.com

W:  www.resortssupply.com

A:   32F1, NEO Bldg Block B, No. 6011, ShenNan 

       RD, Futian District, Shenzhen 518042, China


